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Beach Clean-Up

Jan 18th, 2020 was PNHS first Beach Cleanup!
The two-hour cleanup on a bright, sunny January day at the E7 beach area was the start of this
year’s activities.

Every year millions of tons of trash end up in the ocean. Maybe by 2050 there could be more
plastic than fish in the sea. Therefore, the Panaga Natural History Society, FEL and The Last
Straw are teaming up for club's volunteer day to protect our environment.

The purpose of the cleanup is to engage people around the camp to remove trash and debris
from beaches, to identify the sources of the litter, and to change the behaviors that cause
pollution. Kilos of litter – everything from fishing nets to plastic bottles, Styrofoam cups, straws,
and lots of bottle caps — filled the buckets and reusable bags of >10 volunteers, Saturday at E7
as they helped in picking up trash out of PNHS’s adopted beach (E7).

It is also an opportunity to learn more about the natural environment on the beach and such a
wonderful way to help reduce the negative impact of trash.

No matter how young or old, your help can make our ocean healthier.

We hope we’ll see you at the next Beach Cleanup!
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Hornbill Day 

The much-awaited festival, the Hornbill Day 2020 got off to a spectacular start on Friday February 7th at the
Panaga Club in a colorful blend of activities with a fun twist for everyone. This was the 3rd edition of Hornbill
Day in BSP: celebrating Brunei Wildlife with Hornbill Day 2020.

With the support of the Wildlife Warriors, Panaga Natural History Society, Future Energy Lions BSP, Outpost,
The Last Straw, the Panaga Club and BSP, this event was organized to promote environmental conservation and
increase environmental consciousness and appreciation. The event comprised a Bird Race, Presentations on
birds, an art activity, and a quiz/treasure hunt to locate self-made artworks of hornbills.

The Bird Race gave participants 24 hours to photograph as many different bird species as they could within the
Panaga area. There were categories for families, and individual adults and children. At least 24 species were
identified and photographed.

The 24-hour bird race came to an exciting conclusion with a flurry of activity in the tallying of the winners at the
end. Congratulations to:

• Allison Ptak - Junior Category Winner
• Akash Anand - 9-11 years Category Winner
• Taylor’s - Junior Family Category Winner
• Evan and Tavis Perry - Older Family Category Winner
• Allison Jones - Adult Category Winner

The winners all received fantastic bird guides to help them learn more about Borneo’s avian life.

Three speakers gave engaging presentations to help the audience understand more about the birds in Brunei:
• Asian Waterbird Census: Tracking the history in Brunei through the years - Alizah Ali
• Birds of Seria Oilfield – Bong Poh-Yuk
• Brunei Wildlife - Jungle Dave

The Last Straw organized a competition for people to make sculptures of hornbills or other birds either from
new materials or trash they collected on the beach. There were more than 20 hornbills perched throughout
Panaga gardens and the kids (and parents!) managed to go from F2 to E9 finding them, scanning QR codes to
find answers to the quiz questions and learning more about Hornbills in Brunei! The winner of the treasure hunt
was Abby Kaile.

Last year, PNHS officiated the Hornbills Nest Box conservation work to house future generations of hornbills.
This year, we celebrate the collective efforts of the organizing groups and all their members and supporters in
creating more appreciation for hornbills and the many other birds that live in Panaga or migrate through. Yes!
We can all contribute to their conservation!

Thank you to BSP MD Ceri Powell for support and handing out of prizes. Huge thanks to Stephanie Straatman,
Wildlife Warriors, PNHS, The Last Straw, Future Energy Lions, Panaga Club Arts and Crafts section, Outpost and
all the volunteers that made the Hornbill Celebration a success!
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A presentation by Alizah Ali.

Statistically, the total numbers of waterbirds reported during the AWC shows a big drop from year to year!

Asian Waterbird Census (AWC) was initiated in 1987, supported by network of volunteers that work closely with
Wetlands International (WI). It’s a conservation tool that aims to build and strengthen national networks of
enthusiastic and dedicated volunteers as an integral part of achieving its objectives.

AWC Objectives?
❖ providing the basis for estimates of waterbird populations
❖ identifying/monitoring sites that qualify as Wetlands
❖ monitoring changes in waterbird numbers/distribution
❖ increasing awareness of the importance of waterbirds and their wetland habitats

Globally, approximately 20% of bird species migrate on an annual basis. Migratory waterbirds are the key
attributes of the biodiversity of many wetlands and they need highly productive wetlands to rest/feed/build up
sufficient energy throughout their journey.

Threats to biodiversity are numerous and increasing over time whereas resources available for species recovery
are not keeping pace so the risk of extinction of threatened species is always there. Habitat loss and Poaching are
the 2 known threats for Waterbirds. “Saemangeum estuary” in South Korea, a prime example where critical
wetland habitat has gone lost due to developments. This seawall is the world's largest coastal reclamation
project , basically destroying stop-over and wintering habitats for millions of shorebirds. Here in Brunei we have
the example of Sungai Seria, which underwent development and got mainly destroyed during 2016-17. As a
consequence, the Chinese Egret that wintered annually here, has not been seen again. Elsewhere, we have
poaching problem where large numbers of birds, including threatened and endangered species, trapped at
migration roosts with mist nets. Photos and chart were shown during the presentation.

AWC Conclusions:
Statistics
Year-on-year numbers are fluctuating, but maybe does not reflect real variations in population. Numbers are 
impacted by different number of attendees and a variability of sites covered

Broader picture
AWC raises awareness of habitat protection; Wetland destruction is a global problem and we may not solve it 
but at least we make people aware of the need for protection

Positive side-effect
Identification knowledge; Shorebirds, terns/gulls are hard to id, and during AWC we get a chance to get up close 
to these species

Social
Meet different people, see different sites

Presented by : Alizah Ali

Join PNHS for the AWC!!!
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A presentation on the wide diversity of birds seen in the Seria estuary was given by Bong Poh Yuk.

The Seria estuary is an approximately one square kilometer of lagoon area located behind the mouth
of the Sungai Seria. It is situated in the middle of the giant Seria oilfield surrounded by hundreds of oil
wells dating back to 1928, the year in which the first well “Seria-1” was spudded. Both the Seria
estuary and the Kuala Baram Wetlands, which is located further along the coastline towards Miri, are
important transition locations for migratory birds.

The talk ended with a message encouraging the preservation of the environmentally-sensitive area for
future generations to enjoy.

Presented by : Bong Poh-Yuk

Early oil prospectors once called the Seria estuary area
“Padang Berawa” or the “Wild Pigeons” field. This was
most likely named after the Pink-necked green pigeons
which are commonly found here. The pigeons are partly
drawn to this area, where they are seen feeding on the
Bunga Senduduk or Kuduk-kuduk as is locally known.

A wide range of bird species seen in this area over the
past two years was covered in the presentation. The
smaller birds appear to be attracted by the abundance
of food found at the estuary. Larger birds, most notably
raptors, feed on smaller birds and other sources of food
ranging from snakes, rodents, fish and other small
animals.
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A presentation by Jungle Dave.

Tucked into a corner of Borneo, people will be pleased to learn that the country is covered in rainforest. Brunei’s
must-see animals are not easy to find, but they are more than worthy of the search.

Borneo is home to over 622 species of birds, 49 of them are endemic to Borneo. Due to the strategic location of the
Brunei rainforests, it acts as a common stopover for many long-distance migratory birds and seasonal visitors from
northern Asia, so the forests are home to some incredible bird species.

Two of which are the Rhinoceros and Helmeted Hornbill, pictured, an endangered hornbill species particularly 
threatened because of the ivory on its head, says Jungle Dave.  They are two of eight hornbill species found in 
Brunei. 

With a distinctive flat-face, round head, and large eyes, like all other species of lorises, the Bornean Slow Loris 
themselves have been a prey to illegal trafficking and loss of habitat. This is another species shown in the 
presentation. The tiny, adorable, endangered slow loris can be found in the wilds of Borneo, but they’re also found 
in Brunei markets being sold as pets. Kingfishers, pittas, Hose’s langur, colugo and Asian palm civets were also 
being discussed during the presentation.

Presented by : Jungle Dave

However, we don't have a serious problem with
poaching in Brunei yet, but the problem is that it's a
very small country, so even if you take one out, it
disturbs the ecosystem. Brunei works hard to
protect its endemic wildlife, and wildlife lovers need
to be wary of how they interact with that delicate
balance and sustainable tourism. Hopefully, the wild
wonders of Brunei will be around for a long time to
come.

Remember, protecting wildlife itself would not help
to sustain the wildlife population. We also need to
protect their habitat the forest and please stop
buying wildlife as this can also protect them.

@Mahdi Hussainmiya @Mahdi Hussainmiya



PNHS AGM/Social/Discussion of Ideas for 2020
7:30-8:30 ; E7/19
March 5

International Day of Forests 
March 14


